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ABSTRACT

The surface morphology of a random powder typical of that used in powder diffraction is
analyzed in terms of lateral second-order correlations and their variation with distance of
a reference plane parallel to the surface. The experimental data are obtained from optical
micrographs of subsequent focussing planes using suitable image analysis routines. The
procedure turns out to be a non-destructive method for serial planar section analyses of
rough surfaces.
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INTRODUCTION

The surface morphology of solids may affect many physical and chemical properties such
as optical properties (Brodsky and Urba.l<h, 1990), catalytic reactions (Seri-Levi, 1991)
absorption of X-rays (Hermann and Ermrich, 1987, Sparks et al., 1991) etc. Some work
has been done to define characteristic parameters of surface morphology and to propose
experimental methods for their measurement. Coster (1992) reviewed morphological tools
for the analysis of rough surfaces based on classical stereological parameters. The surface
is described by its local height with respect to a reference plane, the volume below the sur-
face, the surface area and the connectivity number which define the essential (first-order)
parameters. Similar quantities ca11 be defined for vertical sections of surfaces. More detai-
led description of rough surfaces requires the definition and experimental measurement of
second-order parameters (Vedel-.Ie11sen and Kiéu, 1992). An example is the height-heigllt
correlation function used by Savage et al. (1991).

In the present paper we propose a method for the characterization of random surfaces
which is based on the observation (Jahne, 1991) and digital analysis of serial, equidistant,
parallel focussing planes. For non-overlapping surfaces, the method corresponds to a com-
plete three-dimensional analysis by means of serial sectioning. The surface morphology
parameters accessible by the present method are discussed in terms of a variable structure
model for surface and bull< structure of random porous materials. The method is applied
to characterize the surface of a powder sample.
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